The north side of the Caucasus Mountains includes a portion of the large country of Donovia, most of which is outside the region. The states of Gorgas, on the south side of the Caucasus Mountains. Minaria, and Atropia are in the middle of the region, both claimed the Arzak province since the early 1900s. In the south, extended ethnic-Atropian families straddle the Atropia-Ariana border. This region closely identifies itself with Ariana since the time of the ancient Arianan Empire. In 2003, the South Atropian People's Party (SAPP) formed to affect change and gave birth to the South Atropian People's Army (SAPA). The rise of Islamic region. Further, past wars have created large economic systems to compete internationally. The refugee camps in Atropia, Gorgas, and Faisalia. A major threat to international interests is the region.

**Media DO's and DON'T's:**
- DO speak in sound bites
- DO spotlight your soldiers
- DON'T grab the mike
- DON'T use acronyms or military jargon
- DON'T violate OPSEC
- DON'T comment on matters of policy
- DO tell the Army story
- DO stay in your lane
- DON'T lie or speculate.

**Guidance for Searches**
- Have Atropian Forces or local police conduct searches (if possible)
- Ensure respect when searching elderly and mirror technique
- Conduct same sex searches or use alternate searching any Religious Site; must have Atropian Forces or local police on site
- Request permission from commander before a large search party into a person's home
- Treat head of house with respect; females
- Enlist the Any Campaign
- Media DO's and DON'T's:
  - DO speak in sound bites
  - DO spotlight your soldiers
  - DON'T grab the mike
  - DON'T comment on matters of policy
  - DON'T lie or speculate.

**Enemy Forces**
- South Atropian People's Army (SAPA) are well trained and very familiar with the region
- Other SAPA Tactics Include:
  - Ambushes – conducted to harass or to gain additional food, weapons, etc.
  - Checkspoints – used to identify ethnic Atropians, political leaders, ethnic Atropians, and government institutions. Have also attacked NATO forces if they have a perceived advantage.

**Enemy Message**
- **DO**: provide a friendly message. Provide a message on matters of policy
- **DON'T**: overt propaganda
- **DON'T**: actions of minor flaring
- **DON'T**: use the media
- **DON'T**: spread false stories
- **DON'T**: spread in sound bites
- **DON'T**: lie or speculate
- **DON'T**: comment on matters of policy

**Command Message**
- **DO**: provide a friendly message. Provide a message on matters of policy
- **DON'T**: overt propaganda
- **DON'T**: actions of minor flaring
- **DON'T**: use the media
- **DON'T**: spread false stories
- **DON'T**: spread in sound bites
- **DON'T**: lie or speculate
- **DON'T**: comment on matters of policy

**Command Posture**
- Counterinsurgency recognition indications:
  - Presence of enemy combatants
  - Presence of enemy combatants
  - Counterinsurgency recognition indications
  - Counterinsurgency recognition indications
  - Counterinsurgency recognition indications
  - Counterinsurgency recognition indications
  - Counterinsurgency recognition indications
  - Counterinsurgency recognition indications

**Enforcement**
- Support and coordination to interdict and neutralize enemy forces.
-两句是中文，与英语原文不一致，忽略。
COUNTRY
Ethnicity: Atropians ethnically different from Arians. Both “tribes” speak a form of Spanish with the Atropians speaking a Castilian dialect. Most Americans cannot distinguish slight differences in dialects, and there are no physical differences in appearance. 
Atropia: 90% Atropian, 2.5% Donovian, 2% Minarian and 5.5% other nationalities 
Ariana: 51% Arians, 24% Atropians, 8% Gilaki and Mazandarani, 7% Kurds, 3% Arabs, 2% Lur, 2% Baloch, 2% Turkmenistan, and 1% Other. Note: The northwest territories are almost 100% ethnic-Atropian.

RELIGION
Atropia: Approximately 95% of the population of Atropia is Muslim. There are other faiths practiced among the different ethnic groups within the country. Atropia is a secular state and ensures religious freedom. 
Ariana: Ariana is an Islamic Republic and its constitution mandates that the official religion of Ariana is Islam. 90% belong to the Shi’a branch of Islam, the official state religion; about 8% belong to the Sunni branch of Islam.

TOP 10 CULTURAL NUANCES
1. Culture is based on loyalty to family, clan, tribe, and region before loyalty to Nation 
2. Old age is revered and honored; emphasis on obeying elders 
3. Sense of time is casual and fluid; negotiations are normally slow/extended 
4. No concept of personal space; there is no “3 foot American bubble”; don’t move away if an Atropian moves close to you 
5. Public display of affection is common between sexes and is often expected; males will hold hands of males; ceremonial hugs and a kiss on each cheek between males is common 
6. Don’t use finger/hand gestures or “thumbs” up; Don’t blatantly show the bottoms of your feet 
7. Honor most important virtue; shame equals humiliation; “losing” not “retreating” is considered a shame; Difficult for them to say “no” because it is impolite 
8. Hospitality closely linked to honor – refusal is an insult 
9. Women are custodians of family honor; it is rude to inquire about female family members 
10. Don’t engage females socially; don’t shake a female’s hand unless it is offered first

VOCABULARY
Hello: Hola
Goodbye: Adiós
Thank You: Gracias
Please: Por Favor
Ammunition: Munição
Armored Vehicle: Vehiculo Armado
Checkpoint: Punto de Control
Men: Hombres
Women: Mujeres
Minute: Minutos
Mountain: Montaña
Night: Noche
North: Norte
Radio: Radio
Shelter: Refugio
South: Sur
There: Allá
Village: Aldea
Water: Agua
Weapon: Armas
Morning: Mañana
Yes: Sí
No: No

QUESTIONS
Do you speak English? Usted habla inglés?
Do you need help? Usted necesita ayuda?
Where are you injured? Dónde estás lastimado?
Who have you been…? Usted tiene…?
How many? Cuántos?
Is it far? Está lejos?
Who is in charge? Quién está a cargo?
Who? Quién?
When? Cuándo?
Where? Dónde?
Which direction? ¿Qué dirección?

COMMANDS
Stop: Alto
Do not move: No se mueva
Pass: Pase
Turn around: Dé la vuelta alrededor
Lower your hands: Baje las manos
Drop your weapons: Suelte sus armas
Move: Mueva
Hands up: Manos arriba
Move slowly: Mueva despacio
Come here: Venga aquí
No talking: No hablas
Walk forward: Camine hacia adelante
Surrender: Entregese
Form a line: Forme una línea
Stay where you are: Queúdes donde usted está
One at a time: Uno a la vez
Speak slowly: Hable despacio
Lie on your stomach: Acuéstese bocabajo